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Abstract—This work investigates the modeling and optimiza-
tion of beyond diagonal reconfigurable intelligent surface (BD-
RIS), which generalizes conventional RIS with diagonal phase
shift matrices and provides additional flexibility for manipulating
wireless channels, in wideband communication systems. Specif-
ically, we start from the signal modeling of the BD-RIS-aided
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) system,
which bridges the time-domain and frequency-domain channels,
and explicitly shows the frequency dependence of the BD-
RIS response. We next characterize the frequency dependence
of the BD-RIS response based on circuit models. Benefiting
from the admittance parameter analysis, we model individually
each tunable admittance component of BD-RIS and derive an
approximated linear expression with respect to the frequency of
the transmit signals. With the proposed signal model for the BD-
RIS-aided OFDM system and the frequency-dependent BD-RIS
model, we propose algorithms to optimize the BD-RIS and the
power allocation at the transmitter to maximize the average rate
for a BD-RIS-aided OFDM system. Finally, simulation results
show that BD-RIS outperforms conventional RIS in the OFDM
system. More importantly, the impact of wideband modeling of
BD-RIS on the system performance becomes more significant as
the circuit complexity of BD-RIS architectures increases.

Index Terms—Beyond diagonal reconfigurable intelligent sur-
face, circuit models, optimization, wideband.

I. INTRODUCTION

Beyond diagonal reconfigurable intelligent surface (BD-
RIS) has been recently proposed to break through the limi-
tation of conventional RIS with diagonal phase shift matrices
[2]–[5] and provide enhanced channel gain and enlarged cov-
erage [6]. The concept of BD-RIS has been first proposed in
[7], where group- and fully-connected architectures have been
introduced by interconnecting part of/all the RIS elements,
respectively, with additional tunable impedance components
to enhance the channel strength compared to conventional
RIS. Following [7], a global optimal solution to maximize the
received power for BD-RIS-aided wireless systems has been
proposed in [8]. Other architectures, namely tree- and forest-
connected architectures, have been proposed in [9] to reduce
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the circuit design complexity of BD-RIS while maintaining
satisfactory performance. Thanks to the flexible architec-
tures and antenna arrangements, BD-RISs supporting hybrid
transmitting and reflecting mode [10] and multi-sector mode
[11] have been proposed, which generalize and go beyond
the intelligent omni-surface (IOS) [12] to achieve full-space
coverage while providing enhanced performance. Further, the
channel estimation strategy suitable for BD-RISs with different
architectures and modes has been proposed in [13], where
BD-RIS still outperforms conventional RIS in the presence
of channel estimation error. The aforementioned works [6]–
[11], [13] are mainly focused on using the scattering parameter
analysis to model, analyze, and design the BD-RIS-aided
communication system. On top of this, a universal framework
has been proposed in [14] to unify the scattering, impedance,
and admittance parameters analysis for characterizing the RIS-
aided communication models. Insightful discussions about the
preferable parameter analyses for different use cases have also
been provided. Exploiting the advantages of admittance pa-
rameter analysis in characterizing the circuit model of BD-RIS
[14], the practical loss due to the inter-element connections has
been investigated based on the transmission line theory [15],
which again demonstrates the enhanced channel gain provided
by BD-RIS over conventional RIS in the presence of losses.

Although the advantages of BD-RIS have been shown from
multiple aspects [6]–[11], [13]–[15], it is worth noticing that
the majority of existing BD-RIS works only consider narrow-
band scenarios. Two recent works [16], [17] have studied the
beamforming design of BD-RIS in wideband scenarios. How-
ever, the limitation of [16], [17] is that they assume the BD-
RIS model is frequency-independent, which may be inaccurate
for wideband applications because the scattering matrix of
BD-RIS determined by the reconfigurable impedance network
is essentially frequency-dependent, as already highlighted in
the conventional RIS literature [18], [19]. Therefore, how to
accurately model the wideband BD-RIS response and explore
the benefits of BD-RIS in wideband communication systems
remain important open problems.

While there are limited works on the wideband modeling
and optimization of conventional RIS [20]–[24], the general-
ization to BD-RIS is difficult due to the following twofold
challenges. First, from the modeling perspective, in conven-
tional RIS, each element is not connected to each other such
that the phase and amplitude response for each element can
be independently modelled based on specific circuit designs
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[20]. Nevertheless, this does not hold for BD-RIS with inter-
connected elements, since the phase and amplitude of each
entry of the scattering matrix also depend on the other entries,
which makes it impossible to individually model each entry of
the scattering matrix of BD-RIS architectures. Second, from
the optimization perspective, the scattering matrix of BD-RIS
has more intricate constraints than conventional RIS arising
from both the frequency dependence in the wideband model
and the beyond diagonal property, which means that existing
BD-RIS optimization methods [6]–[9] cannot be applied in
wideband BD-RIS scenarios.

To address the above two challenges of wideband BD-RIS,
in this work, we model and optimize the wideband BD-RIS
by leveraging the advantages of admittance parameter analysis.
This leads to the following contributions.

First, we derive the signal model for the BD-RIS aided
single input single output orthogonal frequency division mul-
tiplexing (SISO-OFDM) system. Specifically, we start from the
time-domain channels between the transmitter to the receiver,
and then bridge them to the frequency-domain forms. Different
from the derivation in [17] where the frequency dependence
of the BD-RIS response is ignored, the derived signal model
in this paper explicitly shows the frequency dependence of
the BD-RIS response in wideband communication systems.
Meanwhile, different from the derivation in [20] where the
conventional RIS is directly modeled in the frequency-domain,
the derived model characterizes BD-RIS in the time-domain
and links to the frequency-domain expressions of BD-RIS.

Second, we propose a novel wideband model of BD-RIS
based on lumped circuit models. Specifically, we express BD-
RIS using admittance parameter analysis, such that the fre-
quency dependence of each tunable admittance component can
be individually characterized. The proposed model has simple
linear expressions while capturing accurately the frequency
dependence of the BD-RIS admittance matrix within practical
frequency ranges. The proposed model is also sufficiently
general to adapt to any BD-RIS architecture, such as group-
and forest-connected architectures.

Third, based on the proposed wideband BD-RIS model, we
optimize the admittance matrix of BD-RIS with group- and
forest-connected architectures to maximize the average rate
for BD-RIS-aided SISO-OFDM when each tunable admittance
has either continuous or discrete values. Specifically, for the
continuous-value case, we propose to transform the original
problem into the unconstrained optimization, which is directly
solved by the well-known quasi-Newton method. For the
discrete-value case, we adopt a greedy algorithm to iteratively
optimize the tunable admittance components of BD-RIS.

Fourth, we evaluate the performance of the proposed op-
timization methods through numerical simulations. Results
show that BD-RIS always outperforms conventional RIS
whether the wideband modeling of RIS is taken into ac-
count in the optimization process or not. In addition, BD-
RIS with the proposed wideband modeling and optimization
outperforms that with the frequency-independent model [17].
Furthermore, the impact of accurately modeling BD-RIS in
wideband scenarios becomes more significant for BD-RIS
with more tunable admittance components in the architecture.

That is, when using conventional RIS and simple BD-RIS
architectures such as group/forest-connected with group size
no more than 3, it is reasonable to directly adopt the frequency-
independent BD-RIS model; for more advanced architectures
such as group-connected with group size 6, proper wideband
modeling is advised.

Organization: Section II derives the BD-RIS-aided SISO-
OFDM communication model. Section III introduces the
circuit-based wideband BD-RIS model using admittance pa-
rameter analysis. Section IV applies the wideband BD-RIS
model and optimizes the beamforming for BD-RIS-aided
SISO-OFDM systems. Section V evaluates the performance
of the proposed wideband BD-RIS model and optimization
methods. Section VI concludes this work.

Notations: Boldface lower-case and upper-case letters indi-
cate vectors and matrices, respectively. C and R denote the set
of complex and real numbers, respectively. E{·} denotes the
statistical expectation. (·)T , (·)H , and (·)−1 denote the trans-
pose, conjugate-transpose, and inverse, respectively. ℜ{·} and
ℑ{·} denote the real and imaginary parts of a complex number,
respectively. diag(a1, . . . , aN ) and blkdiag(A1, . . . ,AN ) de-
note diagonal and block-diagonal matrices, respectively, with
diagonal entries a1, . . . , aN and diagonal blocks A1, . . . ,AN .
vec(·) and vec(·) denote the vectorization and its reverse
operation, respectively. | · | denotes the absolute-value norm of
a scalar or the size of a set. ȷ =

√
−1 denotes the imaginary

unit. IN denotes the N ×N identical matrix. 0M×N denotes
the M×N all-zero matrix. [A]i,j and [a]i, respectively, denote
the (i, j)-th entry of A and the i-th entry of a. [a]i:j extracts
the i-th through the j-th entries of a. a ∼ CN (0N×1, σ

2IN )
characterizes a column vector a with entries following the
circular symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG) distribution.
FN ∈ CN×N denotes the normalized discrete Fourier trans-
form (DFT) matrix with [FN ]i,j =

1√
N
exp(−ȷ2π (i−1)(j−1)

N ).
A block-circulant matrix C ∈ CM1N×M2N is defined based on
a sequence of blocks C0 ∈ CM1×M2 , . . . ,CN−1 ∈ CM1×M2 ,
such that all columns are composed of the same blocks and
each M2 columns are rotated one block to the bottom relative
to the preceding M2 columns. That is, C takes the form

C = blkcirc(C0,C1, . . . ,CN−1)

=


C0 CN−1 · · · C2 C1

C1 C0 CN−1 C2

... C1 C0
. . .

...

CN−2
. . . . . . CN−1

CN−1 CN−2 · · · C1 C0

 .
(1)

The circulant matrix is a special case of the block-circulant
matrix with M1 = M2 = 1.

II. SYSTEM MODEL FOR BD-RIS-AIDED SISO-OFDM
We consider an M -element BD-RIS-aided wideband SISO-

OFDM system with N subcarriers1. The signal model for the
BD-RIS-aided SISO-OFDM system is explained below and
illustrated in Fig. 1.

1In this work, we focus on BD-RIS-aided SISO-OFDM systems for the
ease of illustration, while the signal modeling in this work can be readily
extended to multiple input multiple output (MIMO) OFDM systems.
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Fig. 1. Diagram for the BD-RIS-aided SISO-OFDM system.

At the transmitter, we denote sn ∈ C the transmit symbol
associated with subcarrier n, E{|sn|2} = 1, ∀n ∈ N =
{1, . . . , N}. The transmitter allocates power pn ≥ 0 to symbol
sn, and has a total power budget P such that

∑
n∈N pn ≤ P .

This leads to the discrete-time-domain signal s̄ ∈ CN×1 as

s̄ = FH
Ns, (2)

where s = [
√
p1s1, . . . ,

√
pNsN ]T ∈ CN×1 is the frequency-

domain transmit symbol vector. After adding the cyclic prefix
(CP), the time-domain signal is up-converted to the radio
frequency (RF) domain by the RF chain and radiated to the
wireless environment through the transmit antenna [25], [26].

In the BD-RIS-aided SISO-OFDM system, we define the
channel from the transmit antenna to the receive antenna as a
DRT -tap finite-duration impulse response sequence {h̄RT,i ∈
C | ∀i = 0, . . . , DRT − 1}. In addition, the channel from the
transmit antenna to BD-RIS is modeled as a DIT -tap impulse
response sequence {h̄IT,i ∈ CM×1 | ∀i = 0, . . . , DIT − 1}.
The channel from the BD-RIS to the receive antenna is
modeled as a DRI -tap impulse response sequence {h̄RI,i ∈
C1×M | ∀i = 0, . . . , DRI − 1}. The response of BD-RIS
can be regarded as the channel between the BD-RIS elements
and themselves, which is manipulated by the BD-RIS tunable
circuit. In contrast to conventional RIS where each element is
not connected with each other, in BD-RIS, different elements
are connected to each other by additional tunable impedance
components [7] such that multiple paths between elements
exist. More details about the circuit model of BD-RIS can
be found in [7], [9], and will be briefly explained in Section
III-A. The fact that those connections generate multiple paths
between BD-RIS elements motivates us to describe BD-RIS
as a DI -tap impulse response sequence {Θ̄i ∈ CM×M | ∀i =
0, . . . , DI−1} with Θ̄i not being limited to be diagonal thanks
to the inter-element connections. As such, the time-domain
channel from the transmitter through BD-RIS to the receiver
is the series convolution between h̄RI,i, Θ̄i, and h̄IT,i.

At the receiver, the discrete-time-domain received signal
after down-converting to the baseband and removing the CP
is the convolution of the time-domain channels and the time-
domain symbols [25], [26]. Since the circular convolution
of discrete sequences can be expressed as a matrix multi-
plication by introducing (block) circulant matrices, we write
the discrete-time-domain received signal ȳ ∈ CN×1 in the
following compact form

ȳ = (H̄RT + H̄RIΘ̄H̄IT )s̄+ z̄, (3)

where z̄ ∼ CN (0N×1, σ
2IN ) is the noise. H̄RT ∈ CN×N ,

H̄RI ∈ CN×NM , Θ̄ ∈ CNM×NM , and H̄IT ∈ CNM×N

are (block) circulant matrices constructed as in (1), based on
respectively the following sequence entries/blocks:

H̄RT = blkcirc(h̄RT,0, . . . , h̄RT,DRT−1, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−DRT copies

),

H̄RI = blkcirc(h̄RI,0, . . . , h̄RI,DRI−1,01×M , . . . ,01×M︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−DRI copies

),

Θ̄ = blkcirc(Θ̄0, . . . , Θ̄DI−1,0M×M , . . . ,0M×M︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−DI copies

),

H̄IT = blkcirc(h̄IT,0, . . . , h̄IT,DIT−1,0M×1, . . . ,0M×1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−DIT copies

).

(4)
After operating DFT, the received signal y ∈ CN×1 in the
frequency-domain is given by

y = FN ȳ = FN (H̄RT + H̄RIΘ̄H̄IT )F
H
N︸ ︷︷ ︸

=H∈CN×N

s+ FN z̄︸︷︷︸
=z∈CN×1

, (5)

with the frequency-domain SISO-OFDM channel H and the
noise z ∼ CN (0N×1, σ

2IN ). In the following proposition,
we show that the frequency-domain channel H can be equiv-
alently described by the frequency-domain channels from the
transmitter to the receiver, from the transmitter to the BD-RIS,
and from the BD-RIS to the receiver, as well as the frequency-
dependent scattering matrix of BD-RIS.

Proposition 1: The frequency-domain BD-RIS-aided SISO-
OFDM channel H is a diagonal matrix, i.e., H =
diag(h1, . . . , hN ). Specifically, each diagonal entry hn ∈ C
denotes the BD-RIS-aided channel at subcarrier n, ∀n ∈ N
and is given by

hn = hRT,n + hRI,nΘnhIT,n,∀n, (6)

where hRT,n ∈ C, hRI,n ∈ C1×M , and hIT,n ∈ CM×1,
respectively, are the frequency-domain channels from the
transmitter to the receiver, from the BD-RIS to the receiver,
and from the transmitter to the BD-RIS, and Θn ∈ CM×M

is the scattering matrix of BD-RIS at subcarrier n. These
frequency-domain channels are obtained from the time-domain
ones based on the following mapping:

hRT,n = [FNH̄RTF
H
N ]n,n,∀n,

[hRI,n]i = [FNH̄RI,iF
H
N ]n,n,∀i ∈ M,∀n,

[hIT,n]j = [FNH̄IT,jF
H
N ]n,n,∀j ∈ M,∀n,

[Θn]i,j = [FNΘ̄i,jF
H
N ]n,n,∀i, j, n,

(7)

where M = {1, . . . ,M}. H̄RI,i ∈ CN×N , H̄IT,j ∈
CN×N , and Θ̄i,j ∈ CN×N are circulant matrices extracted
respectively from H̄RI , H̄IT , and Θ̄, with [H̄RI,i]:,p =
[H̄RI ]:,(p−1)M+i, [H̄IT,j ]q,: = [H̄IT ](q−1)M+j,:, [Θ̄i,j ]p,q =
[Θ̄](p−1)M+i,(q−1)M+j , ∀i, j ∈ M,∀p, q ∈ N .

Proof: Please refer to the Appendix. □
From Proposition 1, we observe that

• the obtained BD-RIS-aided wideband channel aligns with
the intuition in conventional OFDM systems, i.e., the wide-
band channels in OFDM systems can be described as
parallel narrowband channels at different subcarriers;



• the obtained channel has the same expression as the con-
ventional RIS-aided wideband channel [20], except that the
BD-RIS response is not limited to being diagonal;

• the scattering matrix of BD-RIS is frequency-dependent,
i.e., in general Θn ̸= Θm for different subcarriers n ̸= m.
It is worth noting that in conventional RIS with diagonal

phase shift matrix Θn, it is possible to individually model
the phase and amplitude response of each diagonal entry of
Θn [20]. However, this method does not work for BD-RIS
with scattering matrices Θn, ∀n ∈ N , not limited to being
diagonal, since their entries are highly coupled with each other
due to the inter-element connections. To address this challenge,
we instead model the frequency-dependent admittance matrix
of BD-RIS [14], where each entry of the admittance matrix
can be expressed as the linear combination of tunable admit-
tance components with each being independently controlled
by circuit models. As such, the modeling of the scattering
matrix with coupled entries boils down to that of each tunable
admittance component. To that end, we map the scattering
matrix Θn to the admittance matrix Yn ∈ CM×M , which
directly characterizes the circuit model of BD-RIS, by

Θn = (Y0IM +Yn)
−1(Y0IM −Yn),∀n, (8)

where Y0 refers to the characteristic admittance, e.g. Y0 = 1
50

siemens (S). The modelling of Yn, ∀n ∈ N will be elaborated
based on the circuit model of BD-RIS as follows.

III. CIRCUIT-BASED WIDEBAND MODELING OF BD-RIS

In this section, we first introduce the BD-RIS modeling
using admittance parameter analysis, and then establish the
wideband BD-RIS model by characterizing its frequency de-
pendence based on the circuit model.

A. Admittance Matrix of BD-RIS

Consider an M -element BD-RIS modeled as M antennas
connected to an M -port reconfigurable admittance network
[7]. There are various architectures of the reconfigurable
admittance network determined by the circuit topology design.
In this work, we focus on the wideband modeling and opti-
mization of two representative architectures, namely group-
connected [7] and forest-connected [9], which, respectively,
include the fully- and tree-connected architectures as special
cases. The mathematical descriptions are explained below.

1) Group-Connected Reconfigurable Admittance Network:
For a general group-connected reconfigurable admittance net-
work with G uniform groups, the M̄ = M

G ports in each group
are all connected to each other by tunable admittance compo-
nents, while ports in different groups are not connected to each
other [7]. To facilitate understanding, an illustrative example of
a 6-element BD-RIS with the group-connected architecture (of
group size 3) is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). According to the circuit
topology of the group-connected reconfigurable admittance
network, the corresponding admittance matrix Y ∈ CM×M

has a block-diagonal structure defined as

Y = blkdiag(Ȳ1, . . . , ȲG), (9)
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Fig. 2. Examples of a 6-element BD-RIS with (a) group-connected and (b)
forest-connected reconfigurable admittance network of group size 3, and the
equivalent circuit for each admittance.

where Ȳg ∈ CM̄×M̄ , ∀g ∈ G = {1, . . . , G} is symmetric
and purely imaginary for reciprocal and lossless reconfigurable
admittance networks, that is

Ȳg = ȲT
g , ℜ{Ȳg} = 0M̄ ,∀g. (10)

In group g of the group-connected reconfigurable admittance
network, each port mg = (g − 1)M̄ +m is connected to port
m′

g = (g − 1)M̄ + m′, with a tunable admittance2 Ymg,m′
g
,

∀m,m′ ∈ M̄ = {1, . . . , M̄}, which satisfies Ymg,m′
g

=

Ym′
g,mg

for m′ > m. Accordingly, Ȳg,∀g ∈ G writes as [27]

[Ȳg]m,m′ =

{
−Ymg,m′

g
, mg ̸= m′

g∑gM̄

k=(g−1)M̄+1
Ymg,k, mg = m′

g

. (11)

2) Forest-Connected Reconfigurable Admittance Network:
The circuit complexity of group-connected architecture, that is
the number of tunable admittance components, is M̄(M̄+1)

2 G,
which grows quadratically with the group size M̄ . This makes
it difficult to implement group-connected architecture with
larger group size, e.g., M̄ > 4. To simplify the circuit design
and reduce the circuit complexity while maintaining the beam
manipulation flexibility, the forest-connected architecture of
BD-RIS is proposed in [9]. For a forest-connected reconfig-
urable admittance network with G uniform groups, every two
adjacent ports of the M̄ ports in each group are connected
via one tunable admittance component, referred to as tree-
connected, while ports from different groups are disconnected
[9]. As such, the circuit complexity reduces to (2M̄−1)G. To
facilitate understanding, an example of a 6-element BD-RIS
with the forest-connected architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2(b).
In this case, the admittance matrix Y still satisfies (9)-(11).
The difference compared to the group-connected architecture
is that in each group g, ports mg and m′

g are not connected

2Ymg,mg refers to the admittance which connects port mg to ground.



if |mg − m′
g| > 1, ∀m,m′ ∈ M̄, ∀g ∈ G. This leads to the

following additional constraint:

Ymg,m′
g
= 0,∀mg,m

′
g, |mg −m′

g| > 1. (12)

Remark 1: Group-connected BD-RIS includes conventional
RIS (single-connected with M̄ = 1) and fully-connected BD-
RIS (M̄ = M ) as two special cases. Meanwhile, forest-
connected BD-RIS includes conventional RIS (M̄ = 1) and
tree-connected BD-RIS (M̄ = M ) as two special cases. In
addition, group- and forest-connected BD-RISs with M̄ = 2
share the same circuit topology.

In equations (9)-(12), we have general expressions of the ad-
mittance matrix for BD-RIS without specifying its frequency
dependence, which will be identified in the following subsec-
tion based on the circuit model of each tunable admittance.

B. Wideband Modeling of Tunable Admittance

In this work, we model each tunable admittance component
as a lumped circuit consisting of two inductors L1 and L2,
and one tunable capacitor C [28], as illustrated in Fig. 23.
The admittance of the circuit is thus a function of the value
of the capacitor and the frequency f for the incident signals,
which is given by4

Ymg,m′
g
=

1

ȷωL1
+

1

ȷωL2 +
1

ȷωCmg,m′
g

,∀mg,m
′
g, (13)

where ω = 2πf denotes the angular frequency. This yields
the corresponding susceptance as Bmg,m′

g
= ℑ{Ymg,m′

g
},

∀m,m′ ∈ M̄, ∀g ∈ G. From (13) we can observe that the
tunable admittance values at different frequencies are coupled
to each other, that is for a certain value of capacitor C, the
admittance will have different values at different frequencies.
More importantly, this is an intrinsic phenomenon coming
from the hardware implementation of BD-RIS elements, which
cannot be simply ignored in BD-RIS-aided wideband com-
munication systems. This phenomenon is also numerically
illustrated in Fig. 3(a), where we consider a wideband system
with center frequency fc = 2.4 GHz and adopt a practical
varactor diode according to the data sheet for the diode
SMV1231-079. Interestingly, the susceptance can be regarded
as a linear function with respect to frequency for different val-
ues of Cmg,m′

g
within some practical bandwidth for wideband

communication systems, such as the range from 2.25 GHz to
2.55 GHz as highlighted in Fig. 3(a).

To obtain more insights of how the value of susceptance
varies in wideband systems, we define Bc,mg,m′

g
as the sus-

ceptance at the center frequency fc. According to (13), we
have the following relationship

Cmg,m′
g
=

(
ω2
cL2 +

ωc

Bc,mg,m′
g
+ 1

ωcL1

)−1

, (14)

3Here we remove the equivalent resistance in the circuit to make the ad-
mittance network lossless. Detailed studies on the impact of lossy admittance
networks can be found in [15].

4In this model, we set fixed and same values of inductors L1 and L2 for
each admittance component, while making the value of the capacitor tunable
and different, i.e., Cmg,m′

g
, for different admittance components.
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Fig. 3. The susceptance as a function of (a) frequency and (b) the value
of susceptance at the center frequency fc = 2.4 GHz with L1 = 2.5 nH,
L2 = 0.7 nH, and C ∈ [0.2, 3] pF for a practical varactor diode.

where ωc = 2πfc. Plugging (14) into (13), we can rewrite
Bmg,m′

g
, ∀m,m′ ∈ M̄, ∀g ∈ G, as a function of Bc,mg,m′

g

and ω, that is

Bmg,m′
g
(Bc,mg,m′

g
, ω)

=
((ω2 − ω2

c )L2 + ω2L1)
(
Bc,mg,m′

g
+ 1

ωcL1

)
− ωc

ωL1

(
ωc − (ω2 − ω2

c )L2

(
Bc,mg,m′

g
+ 1

ωcL1

)) .
(15)

It is difficult to characterize the relationship between Bmg,m′
g

and Bc,mg,m′
g

due to the complicated expression of (15).
Fortunately, when focusing on the linear range highlighted
in Fig. 3(a), we observe that Bmg,m′

g
can be regarded as

a linear function of Bc,mg,m′
g
, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b).

Additionally, its slope and intercept can both be regarded
as linear functions of ω, which are shown in Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b). The above observations motivate us to model the
frequency dependence of each admittance component for BD-
RIS in wideband communication systems as a simplified linear
function, which is given by:

Bmg,m′
g
(Bc,mg,m′

g
, ω)

= F1(ω)Bc,mg,m′
g
+ F2(ω),∀mg,m

′
g,

F1(ω) = α1ω + β1, F2(ω) = α2ω + β2,

(16)

where parameters αj , βj , ∀j ∈ {1, 2} are determined by
L1, L2, and ωc

5. For the highlighted curves in Fig. 3(a), the
theoretical results given by (15) and fitted results using the
linear model (16) are shown in Fig. 4. The results in Fig.
4(c) guarantee a 0.27% normalized mean square error between
the fitted values and theoretical ones, which demonstrate the
accuracy of the proposed linear model.

Remark 2: The linear model (16) is a generalization of the
narrowband model utilized in existing BD-RIS literature [7],
[9], [15]. Specifically, the narrowband scenario refers to the
case that ω ≈ ωc, yielding F1(ω) ≈ 1 and F2(ω) ≈ 0, such

5In this work, we obtain the values of αj , βj , ∀j ∈ {1, 2} by fitting the
slope and intercept of (15) as linear functions of ω such that each of them
can be characterized based on arbitrary two points on the lines.
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Fig. 4. (a) The slope and (b) the intercept of equation (15) as a function
of ω; (c) the fitted result based on equation (16). The parameters αj , βj ,
∀j ∈ {1, 2} in the linear model (16) are set as α1 = 2.0046 × 10−10,
α2 = −1.9968, β1 = 6.2775× 10−12, β2 = −0.0942.

that the susceptance of each tunable admittance component is
approximately frequency-independent.

C. BD-RIS with Frequency-Dependent Admittance Matrices

In the BD-RIS-aided SISO-OFDM system, each sub-band
n has a carrier frequency fn, within which we assume the
admittance matrix of BD-RIS is constant in frequency, and
only dependent on the carrier frequency fn. Therefore, we
characterize BD-RIS in the OFDM system by N frequency-
dependent admittance matrices Yn, ∀n ∈ N , each of which
refers to the admittance matrix of BD-RIS at subcarrier n. In
addition, each Yn is constructed based on equations (9)-(12)
and the linear model (16) of each tunable admittance compo-
nent. In the following, we will summarize the constraint of Yn

for BD-RIS with group- and forest-connected architectures.
1) Group-Connected BD-RIS: Given the carrier frequency

fn for subcarrier n, Yn is constructed as

Yn = blkdiag(Y1,n, . . . ,YG,n),∀n, (17a)

Yg,n = ȷBg,n, Bg,n = BT
g,n,∀g, n, (17b)

[Bg,n]m,m′ =

{
−Bmg,m′

g,n
, mg ̸= m′

g∑gM̄

k=(g−1)M̄+1
Bmg,k,n, mg = m′

g

,

(17c)

Bmg,m′
g,n = F1(ωn)Bc,mg,m′

g
+ F2(ωn),∀mg,m

′
g, n, (17d)

Bc,mg,m′
g
∈ [Bmin, Bmax],∀mg,m

′
g, (17e)

where ωn = 2πfn, Bmin and Bmax are determined by the
practical range of capacitor values. More specifically,
• when the capacitor has continuously tunable values, each

Bc,mg,m′
g

is arbitrarily selected within [Bmin, Bmax];
• when the capacitor has finite tunable values, each Bc,mg,m′

g

is selected from the set

B =
{
Bmin+

Bmax −Bmin

2b − 1
x|x = 0, 1, . . . , 2b−1

}
, (18)

where b denotes the number of resolution bits.
2) Forest-Connected BD-RIS: Given the carrier frequency

fn for subcarrier n, Yn is constructed based on (17a)-(17c)
and the following constraints:

Bmg,m′
g,n =

{
0, if |mg −m′

g| > 1,

F1(ωn)Bc,mg,m′
g
+ F2(ωn), otherwise,

(19a)
Bc,mg,m′

g
∈ [Bmin, Bmax] or Bc,mg,m′

g
∈ B. (19b)

Remark 3: From (17) and (19) we observe that Yn for all
carrier frequencies are dependent to each other and jointly
tuned by Bc,mg,m′

g
. In [16], [17], however, the frequency-

independent BD-RIS model is adopted in wideband systems.
That is, the constraint (17d) has always F1(ωn) = 1 and
F2(ωn) = 0, such that Yn = Y, ∀n ∈ N . This simplified
model facilitates the BD-RIS design but will cause perfor-
mance loss due to the ignorance of frequency dependence
of BD-RIS admittance matrices. The detailed performance
comparison will be given in Section V.

IV. OPTIMIZATION FOR BD-RIS-AIDED SISO-OFDM

In this section, we apply the proposed wideband BD-
RIS model in a SISO-OFDM system to formulate the rate
maximization problem and develop corresponding algorithms
to optimize BD-RIS admittance matrices.

A. Problem Formulation

According to [14], by modeling the transmitter, BD-RIS,
and receiver as a multi-port network, the wireless channel
can be characterized by its admittance matrix, where the
admittance matrix of BD-RIS, Yn, ∀n ∈ N , is visible in
the BD-RIS-aided wireless channel. Specifically, the BD-RIS-
aided wireless channel hn in (6) can be re-written as [14]

hn =
1

2Y0
(−yRT,n+yRI,n(Yn+Y0IM )−1yIT,n),∀n, (20)

where yRT,n ∈ C, yRI,n ∈ C1×M , and yIT,n ∈ CM×1,
respectively, refer to the channels from transmitter to receiver,
from BD-RIS to receiver, and from transmitter to BD-RIS
based on the admittance parameters [14]. According to the
discussions in [14], these channels are a characterization of
the wireless channels equivalent to the widely used models
based on the scattering parameters [2]. The detailed mapping
between the channels based on the scattering parameters and



those based on the admittance parameters can be found in [14],
and is briefly summarized as

yRI,n = −2Y0hRI,n, yIT,n = −2Y0hIT,n,

yRT,n = −2Y0(hRT,n − hRI,nhIT,n),∀n.
(21)

We aim to jointly design the power allocation at the trans-
mitter and the susceptances Bc,mg,m′

g
at the center frequency

to maximize the average rate for the SISO-OFDM system.
This yields the following problem:

{B⋆
c,mg,m′

g
, p⋆n}∀mg,m′

g,n

= arg max
(17) or (17a)-(17c),(19),∑

n pn≤P

1

N

∑
n∈N

log2

(
1 +

pn|hn|2

σ2

)
,

(22)
where the constraints in (17) are considered for group-
connected architectures while the constraints in (17a)-(17c)
and (19) for forest-connected architectures. Problem (22) is
a challenging joint optimization mainly due to the coupling
constraints of BD-RIS in wideband systems. To simplify the
design, we decouple problem (22) into two sub-problems and
solve each of them individually.

B. Two-Stage Optimization

Since the wideband modeling of BD-RIS couples the ad-
mittances for different subcarriers, which are embedded in the
log(·) function, it is difficult to directly design the BD-RIS
with the original objective function in problem (22). In addi-
tion, the power allocation and the admittance matrices of BD-
RIS are coupled, which further complicates the optimization.
To simplify the problem, we decouple the design of BD-RIS
and power allocation. This leads to the following two-stage
optimization framework:

Stage 1: We first simplify the objective function in (22)
by using Jensen’s inequality, which yields 1

N

∑
n∈N log2(1+

pn|hn|2
σ2 ) ≤ log2(1 + 1

N

∑
n∈N

pn|hn|2
σ2 ). In addition, we

remove the impact of power allocation when designing BD-
RIS by setting p1 = · · · = pN , while the power allocation
will be designed after the admittance matrices of BD-RIS
have been determined. Therefore, we solve the following sum
channel gain maximization problem:

{B⋆
c,mg,m′

g
}∀mg,m′

g
= arg max

(17b)-(17e) or
(17b),(17c),(19)

∑
n∈N

∣∣∣− yRT,n

+
∑
g∈G

yRI,g,n(ȷBg,n + Y0IM̄ )−1yIT,g,n

∣∣∣2, (23)

where yRI,g,n = [yRI,n](g−1)M̄+1:gM̄ , and yIT,g,n =
[yIT,n](g−1)M̄+1:gM̄ , ∀g ∈ G, ∀n ∈ N .

Stage 2: When B⋆
c,mg,m′

g
, ∀m,m′ ∈ M̄, ∀g ∈ G, are

determined, the BD-RIS-aided wideband channels, h⋆
n, ∀n, can

be obtained by (17), (19), and (20). Then, problem (22) boils
down to the following conventional power allocation problem:

{p⋆n}∀n = arg max∑
n pn≤P

1

N

∑
n∈N

log2

(
1 +

pn|h⋆
n|2

σ2

)
,

(24)
which can be solved by the well-known water-filling method.

In the following subsections, we will elaborate on solving
problem (23) for both group- and forest-connected BD-RISs
when each Bc,mg,m′

g
has either continuous values or discrete

values controlled by the set B.

C. Solution to Problem (23): Continuous-Value Admittance

We propose to rewrite (23) into an unconstrained optimiza-
tion solve it using the quasi-Newton method. The detailed
mathematical transformations for group- and forest-connected
architectures are explained below.

1) Group-Connected BD-RIS: We start by re-describing
(17c) as a function which maps the matrix B̄g,n ∈ CM̄×M̄

with entries [B̄g,n]m,m′ = Bmg,m′
g,n to the matrix Bg,n, i.e.,

Bg,n = F3(B̄g,n), where F3(·) is given such that

[Bg,n]m,m′ =

{
−[B̄g,n]m,m′ , m ̸= m′∑

k∈M̄[B̄g,n]m,k, m = m′ . (25)

In addition, the symmetric constraint of each Bg,n in (17b)
and the linear mapping (17c) imply that each B̄g,n should
be symmetric, i.e., B̄g,n = B̄T

g,n. In other words, each B̄g,n

is essentially determined by its M̄ diagonal and M̄(M̄−1)
2

lower-triangular (or upper-triangular) entries. This motivates
us to rewrite B̄g,n as B̄g,n = vec(Pbg,n), where bg,n ∈
R

M̄(M̄+1)
2 ×1 contains the diagonal and lower-triangular entries

of B̄g,n. P ∈ {0, 1}M̄2× M̄(M̄+1)
2 is the binary matrix mapping

bg,n into vec(B̄g,n), ∀g ∈ G defined as

[P]M̄(i−1)+i′,l =


1, l = i(i−1)

2 + i′ and 1 ≤ i′ ≤ i,

1, l = i′(i′−1)
2 + i and i < i′ ≤ M̄,

0, otherwise,
(26)

where ∀i, i′ ∈ M̄. According to (17d), these vectors bg,n for
all subcarriers are jointly controlled by bc,g ∈ R

M̄(M̄+1)
2 ×1

constructed with the entries Bc,mg,m′
g

for m′ ≥ m.
Based on the above illustration, we can reformulate problem

(23) as the following form:

max
bc,g,∀g

∑
n∈N

∣∣∣− yRT,n +
∑
g∈G

yRI,g,n

× (ȷF3(vec(Pbg,n)) + Y0IM̄ )−1yIT,g,n

∣∣∣2︸ ︷︷ ︸
=F (bc)

(27a)

s.t. bg,n = F1(ωn)bc,g + F2(ωn),∀n, g, (27b)
[bc,g]l ∈ [Bmin, Bmax],∀g, l ∈ L, (27c)

where bc = [bT
c,1, . . . ,b

T
c,G]

T ∈ C|L|G×1, and L =

{1, . . . , M̄(M̄+1)
2 }. The linear constraint (27c) of each entry of

bc,g can be further removed by one-to-one mapping variables
with arbitrary real values into the range [Bmin, Bmax]. This
can be done by introducing a tractable mapping function
[bc,g]l = F4([xg]l), xg ∈ R

M̄(M̄+1)
2 ×1, ∀l ∈ L, such that

• F4([xg]l) is continuous, differentiable, and monotonously
increasing in the full range [xg]l ∈ (−∞,+∞);

• lim[xg ]l→+∞ F4([xg]l) = Bmax;
• lim[xg ]l→−∞ F4([xg]l) = Bmin.



An example of such a mapping function is given by [15]:

[bc,g]l = F4([xg]l) =
[xg]l√

[xg]2lB
−2
− + 1

+B+,∀g, l, (28)

where B− = Bmax−Bmin

2 and B+ = Bmax+Bmin

2 . By this
mapping function, we can transform problem (27) into the
following unconstrained optimization:

{x⋆
g}∀g =arg max

(27b), (28)
F (bc), (29)

which can be directly solved by the quasi-Newton method.
2) Forest-Connected BD-RIS: The proposed optimization

method for group-connected BD-RIS with continuous-value
admittance components can be easily adapted to forest-
connected BD-RIS. This can be easily done by modifying the
mapping B̄g,n = vec(Pbg,n) for group-connected architecture
based on (17b), (17c), and (19a) to align with the forest-
connected architecture. More details are explained below.

For forest-connected BD-RIS, (17b), (17c), and (19a) imply
that each matrix B̄g,n with entries [B̄g,n]m,m′ = Bmg,m′

g,n
is

tridiagonal and symmetric. That is, B̄g,n is determined by its
M̄ diagonal and M̄−1 non-zero lower/upper diagonal entries.
This motivates us to extract these 2M̄ − 1 entries from each
B̄g,n to construct the vector b̆g,n ∈ R(2M̄−1)×1. For ease of
illustration, we define the mapping B̄g,n = F5(b̆g,n), where
F5(·) is given such that

[B̄g,n]m,m′ =


[b̆g,n]m, m = m′

[b̆g,n]M̄+m, m′ = m+ 1

[b̆g,n]M̄+m′ , m = m′ + 1

0, otherwise

. (30)

According to (19a), these vectors b̆g,n for all subcarriers are
jointly controlled by b̆c,g ∈ R(2M̄−1)×1 constructed with the
entries Bc,mg,mg

and Bc,mg,m+1g , ∀m ∈ M̄. Thus, we can
transform problem (23) into the following form:

max
b̆c,g,∀g

∑
n∈N

∣∣∣− yRT,n +
∑
g∈G

yRI,g,n

× (ȷF3(F5(b̆g,n)) + Y0IM̄ )−1yIT,g,n

∣∣∣2︸ ︷︷ ︸
=F̆ (b̆c)

(31a)

s.t. b̆g,n = F1(ωn)b̆c,g + F2(ωn),∀n, g, (31b)

[b̆c,g]l ∈ [Bmin, Bmax],∀g, l ∈ L̆, (31c)

where b̆c = [b̆T
c,1, . . . , b̆

T
c,G]

T ∈ C|L̆|G×1, and L̆ =
{1, . . . , 2M̄ − 1}. The constraint (31c) can be further elim-
inated by the mapping [b̆c,g]l = F4([x̆g]l) with x̆g ∈
R(2M̄−1)×1, ∀l ∈ L̆, such that problem (31) can be trans-
formed into an unconstrained optimization

{x̆⋆
g}∀g = arg max

(31b),[b̆c,g ]l=F4([x̆g ]l)

F̆ (b̆c), (32)

and solved by the quasi-Newton method.

3) Summary: With the solutions x⋆
g , ∀g ∈ G to problem

(29) or x̆⋆
g , ∀g ∈ G to problem (32), we can obtain

• b⋆
c,g or b̆⋆

c,g by (28);
• b⋆

g,n by (27b) or b̆⋆
g,n by (31b);

• B⋆
g,n = F3(vec(Pb⋆

g,n)) or B⋆
g,n = F3(F5(b̆

⋆
g,n)),

and Y⋆
n = ȷblkdiag(B⋆

1,n, . . . ,B
⋆
G,n), ∀n ∈ N , such that the

effective channel h⋆
n can be obtained by (20).

D. Solution to Problem (23): Discrete-Value Admittance

We propose to iteratively optimize the discrete-value tunable
admittance components of BD-RIS using the greedy algorithm.
The detailed solutions for group- and forest-connected archi-
tectures are explained below.

1) Group-Connected BD-RIS: In this case, the sum channel
gain maximization problem (27) writes as

b⋆
c = arg max

(27b), [bc,g ]l∈B
F (bc). (33)

To efficiently solve the problem, we propose to
• uniformly block the variable vector bc into U sub-vectors,

i.e. bc = [bT
1 , . . . ,b

T
U ]

T , where bu = [bc](u−1)Ū+1:uŪ ∈
CŪ×1, Ū = |L|G

U , ∀u ∈ U = {1, . . . , U};
• construct the codebook for each sub-vector bu based on the

original constraint [bc,g]l ∈ B̄, as

B̄ = {x ∈ CŪ×1 | [x]i ∈ B,∀i = 1, . . . , Ū}, (34)

with |B̄| = 2bŪ .
Then, the greedy algorithm is explained as follows. We

first define the initialization b0
c = [(b0

1)
T , . . . , (b0

U )
T ]T ,

where each sub-vector b0
u is randomly chosen from

the codebook B̄. In the successive optimization of bo
u,

∀u ∈ U , where the superscript denotes the o-th it-
eration, we aim to maximize the objective function
F ([(bo

1)
T , . . . , (bo

u−1)
T ,bT

u , (b
o−1
u+1)

T , . . . , (bo−1
U )T ]T ) with

bu being the only variable vector to be optimized and other
entries fixed. Then we have the following sub-problem:

bo
u = arg max

(27b), bu∈B̄
F ([(bo

1)
T , . . . , (bo

u−1)
T ,bT

u ,

(bo−1
u+1)

T , . . . , (bo−1
U )T ]T ),

(35)

which can be efficiently solved by the exhaustive search over
the set B̄ with proper options of Ū and b. By iteratively solving
problem (35) until the convergence of the objective function
is achieved, we finally obtain the solution b⋆

c to problem (33).
2) Forest-Connected BD-RIS: The proposed optimization

for group-connected BD-RIS with discrete-value admittance
components is also readily extended to forest-connected BD-
RIS. In this case, the sum channel gain maximization problem
(31) writes as

b̆⋆
c = arg max

(31b), [b̆c,g ]l∈B
F̆ (b̆c), (36)

where each b̆u = [b̆c](u−1)Ū+1:uŪ , ∀u ∈ U is iteratively
optimized by the exhaustive search over B̄ such that the b̆⋆

c is
obtained by the greedy algorithm.



3) Summary: With the solutions b⋆
c to problem (33) or b̆⋆

c

to problem (36), we can obtain
• b⋆

g,n by (27b) or b̆⋆
g,n by (31b);

• B⋆
g,n = F3(vec(Pb⋆

g,n)) or B⋆
g,n = F3(F5(b̆

⋆
g,n)),

and the corresponding effective channel h⋆
n, ∀n ∈ N by (20).

E. Discussion

The proposed optimization framework for BD-RIS-aided
SISO-OFDM with group or forest-connected architectures and
continuous or discrete-value admittance components can be
readily generalized to MIMO-OFDM scenarios. Following
the two-stage framework in Section IV-B, one can first ig-
nore the inter-stream and/or inter-user interference in MIMO-
OFDM channels and maximize the sum channel gain to
optimize the frequency-dependent admittance matrices of BD-
RIS following the proposed methods. With the optimized BD-
RIS admittance matrices and the effective channel, existing
precoding/combining techniques, such as multiple eigenmode
transmission, zero-forcing (ZF), and minimum mean square
error (MMSE), can be further adopted to effectively manage
the interference. In this work, we only provide the results for
BD-RIS-aided SISO-OFDM to focus on the impact of wide-
band modeling of BD-RIS. More detailed algorithm realization
and performance evaluation for BD-RIS-aided MIMO-OFDM
will be left as an interesting future work.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the BD-RIS-
aided SISO-OFDM system to show the impact of the wideband
modeling for BD-RIS with different architectures.

A. Simulation Setup

In the considered SISO-OFDM system, we assume the
center frequency as fc = 2.4 GHz, the bandwidth as B = 300
MHz, and the number of subcarriers as N = 64. Therefore,
the carrier frequencies are given by fn = fc + (n− N+1

2 )BN ,
∀n ∈ N . The OFDM channels from the transmitter to the
receiver, from the transmitter to BD-RIS, and from BD-RIS
to the receiver, are modeled with the maximum delay spread
of DRT = DRI = DIT = 16 taps using CSCG random
variables. The length of the CP is set to be 16. The distance-
dependent channel pathloss is modeled as ζs = ζ0d

−εs
s ,

∀s ∈ {RT,RI, IT}, where ζ0 = −30 dB refers to the
signal attenuation at reference distance 1 m, ds denotes the
distance between transmitter/BD-RIS/receiver, and εs denotes
the pathloss exponent. In the following simulations, we set
dRT = 33 m, dRI = 5 m, dIT = 30 m, εRT = 3.8, εRI = 2.2,
and εIT = 2.5. The noise power is set as σ2 = −80 dBm.

B. Benchmark Schemes

1) Frequency-Independent BD-RIS: To show how the wide-
band modeling of BD-RIS impacts the system performance,
we include the case where the BD-RIS admittance matrices are
designed such that they remain the same for all subcarriers.
That is, we assume Yn = Y, ∀n ∈ N as in [16], [17]

where the narrowband BD-RIS model is adopted in wideband
scenarios. In other words, we have

h̄n =
1

2Y0
(−yRT,n + yRI,n(Y + Y0IM )−1yIT,n),∀n. (37)

Then the proposed algorithms for either continuous or discrete-
value admittance components can also be adopted to solve the
following problem:

{{Y ♯
mg,m′

g
}∀m,m′,g, {p♯n}∀n}

= arg max
(9)-(12),

∑
n∈N pn≤P

ℑ{Ymg,m′
g
}∈[Bmin,Bmax]

1

N

∑
n∈N

log2

(
1 +

pn|h̄n|2

σ2

)
,

(38)
where constraints (9)-(11) refer to the group-connected archi-
tecture and (9)-(12) refer to the forest-connected architecture.
The obtained solutions Y ♯

mg,m′
g
, ∀m,m′ ∈ M̄, ∀g ∈ G are

further plugged into (17d) or (19a), such that we can obtain
• the admittance matrices Y♯

n, ∀n ∈ N by (9)-(12);
• the channels h♯

n, ∀n ∈ N by (20),
together with p♯n, ∀n ∈ N to be plugged into the original
objective function (22) for fair performance comparisons.

2) Conventional RIS: To show how the performance of BD-
RIS compares to that of conventional RIS in the presence or
absence of wideband modeling, we include the case where
the BD-RIS has diagonal admittance matrices. In other words,
the conventional RIS is a special case of the group or forest-
connected BD-RIS with M̄ = 1 such that the proposed
methods can be directly implemented.

C. System Performance

1) Continuous-Value Admittance: We evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed wideband modeling and algorithm
design by plotting the average rate of the BD-RIS-aided SISO-
OFDM system versus the transmit power P in Fig. 5, from
which we have the following observations.

First, when taking into account the wideband modeling, BD-
RIS with larger group size of the group-connected architecture
achieves better performance within all the considered range
of transmit power. This is attributed to the increasing wave
manipulation capabilities offered by more complex circuit
topologies of BD-RIS. When ignoring the wideband effect
for designing group-connected BD-RIS, BD-RIS architectures
with larger group size cannot always provide better per-
formance. For example, BD-RIS with group size M̄ = 3
outperforms that with M̄ = 6 when M = 36. This is
because the variation for BD-RIS matrices between different
subcarriers becomes more significant with increasing number
of admittances, such that directly designing BD-RIS ignoring
this variation will lead to increasing performance loss.

Second, for the cases of both with or without wideband
modeling, BD-RIS with larger group size of the forest-
connected architecture achieves better performance within all
the considered range of transmit power, while the performance
enhancement is not as significant as the group-connected
architecture due to the reduced number of tunable admit-
tance components. This also demonstrates that the impact of
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band modeling (M = 48)

Fig. 5. Average rate versus transmit power P with BD-RIS having different architectures (M ∈ {36, 48}, M̄ ∈ {1, 3, 6}). The legend “WM” is short for
wideband modeling; “GC” is short for group-connected; “FC” is short for forest-connected (M̄ ∈ {1, 3, 6}). For both “GC” and “FC” architectures, the case
of M̄ = 1 refers to the conventional RIS.

wideband modeling for BD-RIS to the system performance is
proportional to the circuit complexity of BD-RIS architectures:
The higher the circuit complexity of BD-RIS architectures, the
larger the performance gap between schemes with and without
including wideband modeling of BD-RIS.

Third, when taking into consideration the wideband model-
ing of BD-RIS, BD-RIS having group-connected architectures
outperform that having forest-connected architectures with the
same group size. While group- and forest-connected architec-
tures achieve the same performance in narrowband point-to-
point systems [9], wideband OFDM systems benefit from more
tunable admittance components in BD-RIS to deal with the
frequency selectivity. This also suggests that the observations
and pareto frontier in [9] and [29] will change for wideband
compared to narrowband.

2) Discrete-Value Admittance: In Fig. 6, we plot the aver-
age rate of the BD-RIS-aided SISO-OFDM system versus the
transmit power when the BD-RIS has discrete-value admit-
tance components controlled by b bits. From Fig. 6, we have
the following observations.

First, when taking into account the wideband modeling,
for both group-connected and forest-connected BD-RIS, in-
creasing the number of resolution bits for each discrete-value
admittance leads to better performance. In addition, BD-RIS
with 2-bit resolution for each discrete-value admittance can
achieve satisfactory performance close to that with continuous-
value admittance components.

Second, similar to the continuous-value admittance cases,
in discrete-value cases, there also exists performance gap
between including or ignoring the wideband modeling of
BD-RIS in the optimization stage. More importantly, with
relatively small numbers of resolution bits b and small group
size M̄ of BD-RIS architectures, the performance loss coming
from ignoring the wideband modeling is negligible. This
observation indicates that it is efficient to directly adopt the
narrowband BD-RIS model in wideband scenarios when using
simple BD-RIS architectures with limited freedom in tuning
admittance components.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we study the wideband modeling and opti-
mization of BD-RIS in a SISO-OFDM system. Particularly,
we first derive the system and signal model for BD-RIS-aided
OFDM systems, which bridges the time and frequency-domain
channels and shows explicitly the frequency dependency of
the scattering matrix for BD-RIS. We next characterize this
frequency dependency by modeling each tunable admittance
of BD-RIS based on lumped circuits. Taking into account the
practical frequency bands, we propose a simple linear model
with respect to frequency.

With the proposed BD-RIS model and BD-RIS-aided signal
model, we consider the optimization of a BD-RIS-aided SISO-
OFDM system with the aim of maximizing the average rate.
For BD-RIS with continuous-value admittance components,
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Fig. 6. Average rate versus transmit power P with BD-RIS having different architectures and discrete-value admittance components (M ∈ {36, 48},
M̄ ∈ {1, 3}, b ∈ {1, 2}. Ū = 4 for b = 1; Ū = 3 for b = 2). The legend “WM” is short for wideband modeling; “GC” is short for group-connected; “FC”
is short for forest-connected (M̄ ∈ {1, 3, 6}). For both “GC” and “FC” architectures, the case of M̄ = 1 refers to the conventional RIS.

we propose to transform the original problem into an un-
constrained optimization problem to be solved by the well-
known quasi-Newton method. For BD-RIS with discrete-value
admittance components, we adopt the idea of the greedy
algorithm to successively design each tunable admittance.

Finally, we provide simulation results to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed algorithms and the impact of
the wideband modeling. Results show that BD-RIS always
outperforms conventional RIS whether the wideband modeling
is taken into account during the optimization process or not.
In addition, the higher the circuit complexity of BD-RIS, the
larger the impact of the wideband modeling on the system
performance. This demonstrates the importance of accurately
capturing the frequency-dependent response of BD-RIS with
complex architectures in wideband communication systems.

APPENDIX
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

We first rewrite the frequency-domain channel H by re-
arranging the block-circulant matrices. This yields

H =FN (H̄RT + H̄RIΘ̄H̄IT )F
H
N

(a)
=FN (H̄RT + H̄RIΓΓ

T Θ̄ΓΓT H̄IT )F
H
N ,

(39)

where (a) holds by introducing the permutation matrix Γ ∈
{0, 1}NM×NM with ΓΓT = INM , which transforms a block-

circulant matrix into a row-wise concatenation of circulant
matrices [30]. Specifically, we have

[Γ]i,j =

{
1, i = (n− 1)M +m, j = (m− 1)N + n

0, otherwise
,

(40)
with ∀n ∈ N and ∀m ∈ M, such that

H̄RIΓ = [H̄RI,1, . . . , H̄RI,M ],

ΓT H̄IT = [H̄T
IT,1, . . . , H̄

T
IT,M ]T ,

ΓT Θ̄Γ =

 Θ̄1,1 · · · Θ̄1,M

...
. . .

...
Θ̄M,1 · · · Θ̄M,M

 ,

(41)

where H̄RI,i ∈ CN×N , H̄IT,j ∈ CN×N , and Θ̄i,j ∈ CN×N ,
∀i, j ∈ M, respectively, are circulant matrices with entries

[H̄RI,i]:,p = [H̄RI ]:,(p−1)M+i,∀i, ∀p ∈ N ,

[H̄IT,j ]q,: = [H̄IT ](q−1)M+j,:,∀j,∀q ∈ N ,

[Θ̄i,j ]p,q = [Θ̄](p−1)M+i,(q−1)M+j ,∀i, j, p, q.
(42)



Then, we can rewrite H as

H =FNH̄RTF
H
N

+ FN

∑
i∈M

∑
j∈M

H̄RI,iΘ̄i,jH̄IT,jF
H
N

(b)
=FNH̄RTF

H
N +

∑
i∈M

∑
j∈M

FNH̄RI,iF
H
N

× FNΘ̄i,jF
H
NFNH̄IT,jF

H
N ,

(43)

where (b) holds due to the property of the normalized DFT,
i.e., FH

NFN = IN . Since a circulant matrix can be diagonal-
ized by DFT [31], we have that

FNH̄RTF
H
N = diag(hRT,1, . . . , hRT,N ),

FNH̄RI,iF
H
N = diag(hRI,i,1, . . . , hRI,i,N ),

FNH̄IT,jF
H
N = diag(hIT,j,1, . . . , hIT,j,N ),

FNΘ̄i,jF
H
N = diag(θi,j,1, . . . , θi,j,N ),

(44)

where hRT,n ∈ C, hRI,i,n ∈ C, and hIT,j,n ∈ C, respectively,
denote frequency-domain channels from the transmitter to
receiver, from the i-th element of BD-RIS to the receiver,
and from the transmitter to the j-th element of BD-RIS at
subcarrier n, ∀i, j ∈ M, ∀n ∈ N . θi,j,n ∈ C denotes the
scattering parameter from the j-th element to the i-th element
of BD-RIS at subcarrier n. By introducing the frequency-
domain channels hRI,n ∈ C1×M , hIT,n ∈ CM×1, and the
scattering matrix of BD-RIS Θn ∈ CM×M at subcarrier n
with entries

[hRI,n]i = hRI,i,n, [hIT,n]j = hIT,j,n,

[Θn]i,j = θi,j,n, ∀i, j, n,
(45)

we finally have

H =diag(hRT,1 + hRI,1Θ1hIT,1,

. . . , hRT,N + hRI,NΘNhIT,N ).
(46)

The proof is completed. □
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